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Julius Ayin 
 
Castaways 
 
Ms. Nishimura works the counter of a corner store in Waipio Acres. 
She’s a local: last name Japanese, three-quarters Filipino. From  
behind yesterday’s Star Bulletin, she watches the space between my 
hands and my pockets while I meander down her shelves. She  
worries about her homeless father in Waianae, about the copper wire 
thieves who broke into a house down the street, about the electricity 
bill. The ceiling is low; the shop is dim, close, sweaty. 
  
I can smell him from across the street. He has long, ratty dreads the 
color of dirty straw, magenta-burnt skin, and a tribal tattoo on his left 
arm from a tribe that neither of us have ever heard of. Every morning 
he sets up under the Nimitz Highway overpass with a folding chair 
and a cardboard sign: FREE HAWAI’I NEI, HAOLE GET OUT. 
Nobody ever stops for this sunburnt mutant, despite his vocalized 
efforts—strains of 1970s protest chants and half-remembered Bob 
Marley songs. 
  
The neighborhood boys laugh and call him Mr. Miyagi, Oji-San, 
Mistah Japanee. He sleeps on one of the benches in Melemanu Park 
most days, except when the ice junkies or the rain come and force 
him to relocate to the dugouts by the weedy baseball field. In the 
mornings when the air in our apartment is close from the sweating 
and breathing of eight sleeping adults, I go out to the park to listen to 
his stories. Today he tells me a story of a lone seafarer, out to hunt 
monsters across the seas. This warrior’s ship went under in a storm, 
and he was cast onto shore, broken and lost in a land so foreign and 
savage. 
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The Unwanted 
  
On Sunday morning the family of three was at the hospital again. A 
doctor led the way, murmuring to the two adults, occasionally  
gesturing to the chart on his clipboard. Several feet behind them, a 
boy, perhaps seven or eight, followed, picking up snatches of the 
doctor’s words. 
 
“Her condition… Not improving… Recommend you consider…” 
  
The boy scratched at his neck. There were already deep red marks 
the width of his fingernails scored into his skin, but he had no tangi-
ble sickness. He imagined he could smell all the sick people decay-
ing in their beds, all the bacteria crawling on every surface, every 
distant cough and wheeze. Hospitals were no place for living things; 
they were nests to the hurt and dying. The boy imagined that if he 
stayed too long, he would join them. 

 
*** 

The young man opened the door and winced. The floorboards had 
warped and twisted, the pale green paint on the walls had chipped 
and cracked. A faint breeze from the open window (screen broken) 
sent mold and wafting dust dancing about his head, and he sneezed. 
From the kitchen, his grandmother called to him. 
  
“Come in.” There came a crash, followed by the sound of a cast iron 
pot rolling across the tile. She was drinking again. 
  
He came to the kitchen and stood in the doorway. The old woman 
was rummaging through the refrigerator, her hunched back to him. 
Clinking confirmed his worst fears; he closed his eyes and knew that 
there was nothing in there but Heineken bottles in various states of 
emptiness. 
  
“This place is in worse shape than I thought,” he said, turning away.  
 
“I’ll have to start right away if I want to be done in time.” 
  
The old woman grunted assent as she found the last unopened bottle. 

 
*** 

They had left the boy alone. Aside from the baby, of course; though 
the boy could hardly think of her a one of them. She was different--
she didn’t cry, gurgle, or babble, and the boy could not remember 
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ever seeing her move her limbs. She was born twisted and silent four 
months ago, and since then, the boy had been in and out of this room 
every week, sometimes every day.   
 
He was sure the baby was going to die the first time they had said 
“cancer.” The boy’s grandfather and one of his uncles had cancer, and 
they were both dead now. He had never voiced this suspicion aloud, 
though, sensing that his parents knew but would not admit it. The boy 
thought adults were very strange. 

 
*** 

“They didn’t want you, did you know that?” Her voice was clearer 
than before. The young man stopped painting and stared at the  
unfinished wall in front of him.  
 
“They fought for weeks. They went down to the old woman who lived 
by the creek. She gave them herbs…”  
 
The hand holding the brush dropped to his side and he turned to look 
at her on the couch. She was peering up through a window, brows  
furrowed, eyes squinting, lines forming across the leather of her face, 
as if she were looking for something small and insignificant among 
the clouds.  

 
*** 

After his parents left the room, the boy sat in the corner with his knees 
tucked under his chin. He stayed like this for a while, listening to the 
EKG machine beep with each feeble pulse.  
 
Is that it, thought the boy.  
 
He glanced over at the crib, at the mobile over it with little stuffed 
toys hanging from it. The glass eye of a plush cow met his. The boy’s 
mother had told him once about how that cow was his as an infant, 
how he slept with it every night and gave it a silly name not long after 
he first started speaking.  
 
“And now it’s hers. Big brothers have to look out for little sisters, take 
care of them, share the love.” His mother’s voice had been so soft, 
like a breeze that  eases away a cloud and lets the sun shine through. 
Of course, he had nodded then. 

 
*** 

“What did you say?” 
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The old woman’s eyes snapped to meet his. Grandson and  
grandmother studied each other. A fly buzzed in the other room. 
“Hm?” She shifted her gaze to the floor between them. 
 
“About my parents, about wanting me. What were you saying?” 
 
“I was… It was…” Thoughts snagged on her lips as they tried to force 
their way out. Finally, she spoke, the dreaminess of alcohol gone from 
her voice now.  
 
“It doesn’t matter. You’re here now.” 
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Robert Beveridge 
 
Back 
 
Those things time has broken 
sometimes come together once again 
through chance, through random searches 
of the phone book, through the grief 
of angels. The way it always was with us. 
Chance meetings, letters on occasion, poems 
scattered across a pillow, just as your hair 
when we fell asleep entangled. 
 
We are older now and farther scarred 
within our personalities. The road 
is jagged, and has stolen layers 
of skin, shown the red raw flesh beneath. 
And, perhaps, that's what we need, 
flesh to flesh instead of skin to skin, 
some way to be more naked 
than the bareness of sex, of rain 
and the gaze of cats. 
 
Come to me and once again we'll look 
into the stark abysses of one another, 
test the water levels and explore 
the depths—maybe, this time, we can float. 
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Pittsburgh 1986 
 
What is sex but affection anyway? 
Just another phase you'll get over it 
Thought it was what you needed to get through 
A few drinks and a one-night stand 
But that got you nowhere, right? 
So it's back to relationships 
In for the long haul 
Two weeks three weeks 
A month if you're lucky 
Listened to too many bad pop songs on the radio 
Good sex is forever yeah right 
Two weeks and you still don't know her last name 
But she knows how to ride you like the horse you are 
Thought you'd pick up a few friends and head west 
They're all dead now 
In some Las Vegas jail 
And you're back in Pittsburgh with the same 
Empty glasses in front of you 
As you toast the dead in some 
Hole-in-the-wall suburban bar 
I sit beside you where did we go wrong man? 
Took a left turn in high school 
Go to metalshop go directly to metalshop 
Do not pass go do not collect $200? 
With a dead steel industry and no jobs 
So we became musicians bop poets 
Hadda go to college but we'd make the best of it 
Crank out some poems in the summer of '86 
Work some steel in the summer of '86 
Have some drinks and one-night stands in the summer of '86 
And man I was always here for the affection 
But that wouldn't have been cool. 
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Trent Busch 
 

Opportunity 
 
Three suns to choose from 
the morning sun too cool 
the noon sun too hot 
the evening sun too hot still 
 
So I chose the morning sun 
to ride around in 
the top laid back 
until the day warmed up 
 
I didn’t know what to expect 
or what I’d get 
(I wasn’t going to work) 
but I liked having options 
 
It didn’t go of course 
I parked almost immediately 
rather I parked and rode 
noon toward too hot still 
 
I couldn’t go back  
or even to Cynthia’s house 
What if I belonged 
to the moon after all 
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Darren C. Demaree 
 

Trump as a Fire Without Light #643 

Without reality the vinegar is the oil, and we are naked in an empty 

creek bed.  This is how the straight line becomes the labyrinth.  This is 
how Trump became firmament.  This is why all of us our looking up 
at the sky with no confused desire.  It’s time to go searching for our 

water. 

 

Trump as a Fire Without Light #644 

The black market has no paintings and no jewels and no human  

organs.  The black market has all of the truth. The truth and a hundred 

thousand kidnapped girls being sold into sex slavery.  Do you think if 

we told Trump about the girls he might stumble into some actual truth 

before his purchases were finalized? 

 

Trump as a Fire Without Light #645 

Oh lovely bath tiles, thank you for holding me so often during these 
last few months.  I am not done crying, but I need to make it to my 

computer so that I can shift my anger in front of this grief for the next 
eight hours.  I can write poetry for eight hours today.  I will return to 
pick at your grout when I can.  My wife wants me to try and make 

dinner tonight. 
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Ellen Goldsmith 
 

When the Snow Doesn't Last 

Like a rare bird's visit 
Gone before I take it in 
Before I put words  
to the shape of its tail 
Gone like rooms  
of my childhood 
Did blinds or curtains  
block the morning sun?  
I never asked my father  
how his father died 
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Back to the View 

I sit with my back to the water view, in front of me the forest view, 
not really a full-fledged forest but holding a lot of shade although  
sunlight creeps in where the branches forgot to grow and I think of 
when my mind wanders and then stops and an old memory  
materializes, one of those—it must happen to you too—that isn’t  
totally significant and every time it comes back I wonder why I still 
have it when I don’t have my back-up distance glasses—for example 
in the sixth grade, walking up the steps to the Garden Court  
Apartments, I thought if my life were a movie, this would be a very 
boring part or one day at Jones Beach when my father fell asleep and 
left his left leg sticking out from the umbrella and the sun burned it. 
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You Never Know 

I have a number of recordings in my head. For example, when I leave 
the house, my mother’s voice suggests I bring another sweater, just in 
case, quickly followed by you never know which actually is true more 
often than not and not just about the temperature but about how the 
trait that attracted me to my first boyfriend, maybe charm, had a  
negative underside, and at this moment I can’t put my finger on the 
exact name of the underside of charm so I’m imagining it hiding 
somewhere in my brain, maybe stuck against French vocabulary or the 
capitals of the states or what happened when I had my tonsils out and 
was looking forward to ice cream but of course didn’t want it because 
even though it was cold, I didn’t want to swallow and I’m thinking 
about the brain and memory storage which I know a bit about because 
I took classes in cognitive psychology, albeit a number of years ago, 
and even though it’s unscientific, I’m picturing drains in the brain 
which sometimes get clogged and thinking maybe memory has a will 
of its own and sometimes gets tired of performing, like the Rockettes 
must have sometimes wanted to stop kicking their legs up in perfect 
unison. 
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Falling Asleep 

At first, I’d count sheep and then I’d list all the girls’ names I could 
think of for the letters of the alphabet, A-Z, but now I ask my dead 
mother to tell me more—about how her marriage changed when I was 
born, if her childhood was as happy as she said it was and whether she 
had an inkling that I shouldn’t have married my first husband but last 
night was one of those when it felt like I didn’t sleep at all so after I 
ran out of questions, ran out of everything like a grocery store before 
a blizzard or the bank before a crash, I remembered wondering if I 
had been in Auschwitz, would I have been able to enjoy the patterns 
of clouds in the sky which as I sit in a museum courtyard this morning 
are moving at a steady pace as if someone were pulling them along 
and I’m wondering how long they’ll last. 
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John Grey 
Regeneration 
 
Another forest fire out west  
blazes once an hour 
on one of the 24/7 news channels. 
There’s shots of airplanes  
dropping fire-fighting chemicals 
on the massive flames. 
Not an arsonist, this time,  
according to some chattering head. 
Merely, an unfortunate lightning strike. 
 
I’ve read many a time 
how a fire in the woods is a cure. 
It’s like a snake shedding his skin. 
Or a human dropping fifty pounds. 
Except, in such a conflagration,  
the snakes, even the humans, 
don’t always get to enjoy  
their new bodies 
before they burn to ashes. 
But, at least they fuel greener meadows, 
taller, more luxuriant trees. 
 
But these stories always bring me 
around to the subject as death. 
Not all are as violent  
as the ones that nab the ratings. 
Is it comforting to know 
that not one sub-atomic particle of matter 
is ever lost? 
Like it or not, 
a blade of grass,  
the root of an oak, 
needs me. 
Then I think of the ones I’ve lost 
through the years. 
Have I trod on them unknowingly? 
Have I witnessed their new colors? 
Or breathed in and out 
a little of their consequence? 
Is that you in running water? 
Puffed up proud in summer foliage? 
So much is beautiful. 
But can it be familiar also? 
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James Croal Jackson 
 
Snapchat 
 
yellow and dust let’s 
transmit every moment 
as constellations that 
can only be seen once 
no matter how long we  
look captured only in 
almanacs of our pasts 
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My Ford Fiesta Gets Around Forty Miles Per Gallon 
 
Wish we were as patient as my car. 
To drive four hundred miles not  
needing to stop. To go seven hours  
over grayscale roads and want  
to talk to you still after.  
 
We drove a long way but got  
stranded on the side of  
a southern highway, scared  
from too many October horror films,  
from lasting even this long. 
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In the Future 
 
there will be no homes  
outside the body 
 
our work  
will be inside ourselves  
 
transparent  
and green  
 
searching for  
squares  
 
of light in tangled  
branches  
 
the grime 
will be our feet 
 
when we walk  
the leaves 
 
our fathers 
meant 
 
to leave 
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Molly Likovich 
 
Similar 

 
I sew dead  
butterflies on her.  Blue 

veins, snapping 
 

like circus tents  
in august   winds. 

do you love 
 

me?  I become coffee 
grains in  
 

empty teacups when her 
soothsayer fingers  graze 

 me. Mixed up on  
 

a couch. Apple-flavored 
pages. Seven  strokes 

against a cherry. Lions  
 

in a field of red. Midnight  
hair on a   fairytale 

neck.  
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Talisman, or How to Write Me 

Sometimes I think about how I could’ve had a baby and the boy  
I met on the dating app a few years back who fucked  
the baby into me could’ve been my husband and we could’ve lived  
together under the slanted walls of my attic and we could’ve made  
a multi-generational home out of my mother’s  
bookshelves. But that baby’s buried wherever my  
toilet flushed it to the day I thought I was having the weirdest period  
ever and without second thought told my mother  
about the goopy glops  
that had come from between my legs. The same day that my heart broke  

over loosing the son-daughter of the boy I didn’t even know  
yet that I needed to love. But the boy has a new  
job that he has to get up early for and he was in a play that I  
paid to watch him be too good in and he kissed me in the lobby before 
letting me walk to my car alone. I think about  
my sister’s impending  
wedding and what my one-day aunthood will look like  
and how I might just want to dash its brains  
because I couldn’t have  
my own. Because she should’ve been  
aunt first. Because I never wanted to be  
Lady Macbeth. Because my sister is the actress  
and I am the writer and I should’ve been able to fix  
the boy’s character development long ago. But he’s not a show  
pony and I’m just a dog walker and both my dogs  
love him, even the yippy one–that snaps  
at my friend’s fingers–loves to lick his nose. And I can’t help  
but remember what the boy said  
about my tattoos holding ancient power. 
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Ted Millar 
 
Chapter Summary 
 
“They merely touched the shore briefly, and sailed away.” 
  --Land of Promise, high school history textbook 
 
Already renowned for their stereotypical plundering and pillaging, 
maybe the Vikings just assumed someone else named, say,  
Columbus would come along and want a go at it.   
Maybe they got one look at Cape Cod and decided it was just too idyllic,  
the natives too benevolent to go all European on them. 
They had to realize since no was murdered, history  
wouldn't consider it “discovery”, and watched  
as the New World retreated back over the horizon.    
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“Racism was big back then” 
 
I should update the rubric 
to reflect a ten-point deduction 
for the next student who states 
this as a theme. 
 
Yes, Bob Ewell was a fan. 
He kept it in the front pocket 
of his overalls next to his chaw 
like a lucky rabbit's foot. 
 
Simon Legree had an affinity 
for it, to put it mildly.  Let's not  
forget Iago or Falkner's characters. 
And they're just fiction. 
 
The jury's been out for centuries 
about Thomas Jefferson, 
George Washington too. 
Perish the thought!  
 
Just about all our intrepid 
founding fathers were admirers 
to some degree, as were most  
presidents they created. 
 
The Supreme Court has been known 
to dabble in it from time to time. 
It got so big in the fifties and sixties, 
we had to finally put on our big-boy 
 
pants and start passing laws  
to temper the craze.  
That didn't stop it  
from being played out 
 
in the streets during the seventies 
and eighties, though, nor 
getting its big break 
in Hollywood.   
 
Indeed, it was bigger 
than the Beatles,  
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Cabbage Patch Kids, 
Harry Potter, 
 
Google, Uber, 
Barack Obama. 
It's gone viral.   
We'll drain our coffers 
 
to conceal it and give 
it myriad names. 
I'll award ten additional 
points to the student  
 
who admits it exists today. 
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Keith Moul 
 
Ever A Wind 
 
No, no. This is where Uncle Earl took our pictures as boys. 
Prairie winds smacked us in the face like a screen door 
busted off and dangling, torn screen gone like a hurricane; 
cleared the kitchen to horseflies, stuck on icing like flypaper! 
 
I had more fun here than home.  You liked it too, didn’t you?   
 
Smacked us in the face like a Greyhound bus, but that was okay. 
We charged into those horseflies like marines up the Guadalcanal 
beach, dodging stings buzzing past enough to be enemy bullets. 
 
I was proud of those flies, until lunch.  Jerry ran - never got tired. 
 
We didn't piss off uncle Earl, I mean a lot?  He invited us again 
To watch the Twins.  His barn was like on Gunsmoke, Cheyenne. 
 
Emmy was tough later, but not then, later when we all grew up. 
She fell off her horse like a stunt rider and never got hurt, a girl. 
No, no, I don’t think she got really hurt, not even in little league. 
 
We had to grow up, too. Viet Nam scared the shit out of me, ho—ly! 
 
This was home.  That wind greeted me home, careened me silly. 
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Prairie Events That Make Men Talk Out of Their Hats 
 
Dear neighbor, someday we may better understand these events. 
 
Please don't rush me to your judgment: naught but the hand of God. 
True, I detect auguries of disaster too, but I fear only for my family, 
Certainly not for others in town who, entirely human, tend to live 
Such different lives from us.  You should recall the winter accident 
Of 1962: our friends doubted our character and morality of the girls 
In the car. Out of ignorance almost all assumed the very worst. 
 
No one was injured seriously, but afterwards we all experienced 
Unbreakable bonds; we didn't talk kid talk; we merited friends; 
Our interest in each other saw beyond graduation and specified 
Parallels in our lives, both masculine and feminine; we went mad 
When Josie died of lung cancer at 45, but appearing old at her end. 
I wonder if, in fact, I loved her, if learning more of fatal exigency 
May have altered her course.  Don’t you ever wonder that now? 
 
I don’t mean only Josie.  Presumably events with no connections 
To us, in nature, like spring spores afflict every one with hay fever? 
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Toti O’Brien 
 

Five Senses 

 
They are walking up the graveled road leading from the gate to the 
house. A straight, dusty lane where they like to linger. Now and then 
Grandpa stops to detach dead flowers and leaves from geranium  
bushes. They border the path on one side, overgrown, juxtaposing in 
chaos and profusion.  

She adores geraniums. Each plant gives blooms of a different color. 
The entire red spectrum is there—you wouldn’t believe how many 
variations exist. The Inuit have eleven words just for snow. She has 
more for red.  

When such a great pallet strips under her sight, her eyes pick a favor-
ite. They always put things in a sequence, from pretty to marvelous. 
What a blast is moving from Caramel Peach to Queen Cherry, 
through Rose Ballerina, Pink Fairy, Fire Crimson, and Strawberry 
Moon. It is going from happiness, to bliss, to the maximum currently 
available ecstasy. A lot, yet she manages. She has not overdosed yet. 
 

    *** 
Her four other senses don’t act like her eyes. She isn’t compelled to 
choose favorite songs, food, smells, or wool sweaters. Those things 
are more equal.         

About songs. She doesn’t prioritize among those Grandfather belts 
out when he is stuck in traffic. First, his fingers drum on the wheel as 
if he were mad. Then his booming voice detonates. Half a stanza, a  
fragment of chorus, whatever he picks makes her happy.  

Does he sing in tune? Hard to tell. She should know the tune and she 
doesn’t. Is he a tenor, bass, baritone? Her musical jargon is poor. Not 
a lot of subtleties—she only has achieved those for color. Years later, 
when she’d know the difference, there will be no way to play back. 
Her ears won’t remember Grandpa’s pitch accuracy, not even his 
range. She will wish her listening organs were better conceived.  
Larger storage areas, perhaps?  

The road is squeezed between mountains and shore, cars progressing 
bumper to bumper.  There is no other way to get home. On her side—
so close—is the ocean. Waves lap against  rocks, slightly frightening. 
Slick, sinuous like a cat’s backbone. Proud, and unreliable. Waves 
make sound—an obstinate, powerful drone.  
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Sounds are waves. They bounce back and forth in the car while 
Grandpa imperviously modulates. They pulse, vibrate, fuse. Like the 
ocean, music is one—you can’t really take it apart. Don’t have to. 
 
    *** 
Grandpa teaches in music—well, several things. She thinks she knows 
why. His voice truly pleases her, as he must have noticed. Though he 
watches the road he has seen her smile. How? With the corner of his 
eye, he explains. Strange. Eyes don’t have corners. She draws perfect 
circles with long starred lashes.  

His voice makes her smile—sometimes laugh—thus they must be 
playing. Foot glued on the brake, Grandpa sings the multiplication 
table while they creep like snails on a cabbage leaf. He has set the en-
tire thing in duet form. He intones the question; she chirps the reply. 
They go from one-times-one to ten-times-ten. A hundred, the top lim-
it, looms higher than the sky. When she’ll memorize up to a hundred 
she’ll have reached eternity. How nice of Grandfather to hand down 
such a precious tool! She is willing to accept. Working on it—just 
ironing few kinks and wrinkles, a blurred little spot between  
seven(s) and nine(s).  

Grandpa’s second reason for teaching in music is shape, she  
supposes. Sung words, phrases, periods, are rounder than spoken 
ones. Smooth like pebbles, they cozily niche into her brain.  

Songs are also secrets. They are riddles you don’t have to clearly  
understand. Winks, whispered jokes—although you don’t get them, 
you laugh and it feels good. Grandpa croons: “Creole with your dark 
aureole,” or, “They call you luminous star.” Who is he talking to? No 
one else is listening. Who’s Creole? She must be. Have been. Will 
become.  
 
Both grandparents trust her. She is four, yet on grocery days they 
leave her alone in a store, to expedite their progress. “You won’t 
move, won’t you, until we come back? No run in the street.  
Promise?” Sure. It’s a ritual. Meaning all the talk is pretend, a game 
of sorts. She’ll stay where they put her. They are not really gone. Out 
of sight, still present. She is still one with them, undivided.  

She leans slightly against the front counter when she becomes tired, 
her cheek cooled by the aluminum. Is the smell of yeast inebriating 
her? Fermentation has such effect. Her first shot at intoxication—
enthralling. She breathes in. 

The ovens are barely visible at the very back of the room, which sinks 
into darkness. Up front all is white. The employees have candid 
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aprons, caps sprinkled with flour. Chubby balls of dough are  
snow-capped hills and mountains lined on wooden boards—giant oars 
bravely swung around.  

Loaves land on the boards from nowhere (a fine dust is blurring it all). 
They alight with a plop, equidistant—a row of teeth in an ogre’s 
mouth. The ovens first gulp them then spit them—on exit they are 
golden and crusty, hard, somehow less charming. Their smell is  
divine.  

Good girl. She hasn’t budged. Grandpa gives her a roll embellished 
with miniature horns. The inside is both airy and fleshy. It melts on 
her tongue.  
 
    *** 
Our bread is like cake! Grandpa brags. They live in the baking capital 
of the country. Such feat makes him immensely proud. We don’t need 
dessert, we have bread! He closes the meal with a morsel— 
the ultimate treat—and a piece of fruit. Bread and grapes, bread and 
oranges. Perfection. 

She agrees. Bread can be delicious. What isn’t? She still dislikes  
nothing. She is exploring differences, enjoying discovery. Rice is 
grainy, gravelly, multiple. Pasta is smooth and slippery, fun-shaped, a 
good sport. Parmesan cheese is strong, piquant, precious, to be  
handled with care. She is filling her own encyclopedia. Nothing wins 
the prize. If a box of chocolates is passed around—oh-so-rarely, when 
a special friend comes for tea—she takes one and savors it. She never 
expected second servings. They were never offered.  
 
    *** 
Indeed she has a favorite. A bun Grandpa wraps into a napkin, then 
solemnly sneaks inside her wicker basket. Two slices of bread, one of 
gruyere. She will eat whenever she wants, during her lone  
wanderings. In nature, unlike in town, she enjoys ample freedom. 
Wild animals, snakes and ravines are nothing compared to cars, or  
ill-intentioned humans. Her strolls have no limits besides dusk or  
hunger.  

The cheese with its rubbery thickness gives strength to her legs, fills 
her stomach. She squats on a rock, watches the ocean below,  
munching slowly. Once more she has made it to the very top of the 
hill. Here the wind is strong, but it doesn’t bother her.  

This sure is her favorite food. Taste isn’t the point. Freedom is. 

Ice cream, then. A cone. Lemon, please. Ice cream isn’t food, but a 
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bargaining item. Grandpa hates driving to town alone. He invariably 
asks for her company. She jumps on the occasion. Sometimes, though, 
an urge to remain with Grandmother makes her vacillate. A fear of 
neglecting her, a vague need for balance—an itch.  

She doesn’t prefer her to him. The other way around? Of course not. 
No winner and losers, no grading is yet in her system (except for red 
shades). Sometimes she opts for Grandma out of blurred yet pungent 
concerns for equality. Justice.  
 
    *** 
Grandma goes nowhere on her own. She can’t drive—no female of 
her generation does. She is given a ride if her presence is sought, if 
she has an errand to run. Home is her domain otherwise—a place not 
devoid of attractions. In midafternoon, when after his siesta Grandpa 
rushes out, house chores have wound down. Grandma takes a break. 
She sits by the window because of her sight—quite faint in spite of 
reading glasses she stores in embroidered sleeves. 

Here’s an unforgettable icon—a dark silhouette contoured by a halo of 
light. During the afternoon pause—mirroring the wee hour, the still-
ness of three-to-four a.m.—Grandmother reads poetry. Today she 
might read some aloud, she whispers.  

Now, what kind of pleasure is this? Hard to pinpoint. It is draped in 
black lace, like Grandma when she dresses up. A cameo, a  
medallion—one of those strange items displayed in the rosewood 
glass case. She often admires the collection, intrigued by its awesome 
incongruity. Those curios are like parmesan, she sums up after lengthy 
pondering. To be sprinkled with parsimony. With adult  
permission, of course.  

 The same goes for poetry—it comes in small doses, interspersed with 
long silences. Tears linger nearby, wrapping words in a mist no  
matter their subject. Which isn’t the point anyway.  

 As for songs, poetry is differently shaped than mere conversation, in-
cluding all sorts of tales (both grandparents have stories to tell). The 
latter are speech—only spaced, a bit magnified—while poetry is 
thready, elongated and tasseled. Fringed with crystal beads.  
 
    *** 
When Grandma entices her with lyrics, her eyes pointing towards the 
window—a theater, a curtained cocoon—Grandpa threatens ice 
cream. In town, he says mellifluously, there could be a cone. Magic 
formula. No child would refuse without tainting her reputation. It’s a 
password, a code. Being promised ice cream means no choice is left. 
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Your presence is mandatory. You have been recruited.  

Grandma has a soft spot for salami, dark chocolate, coffee. She treats 
herself sparely, at the very end of the meal. Absorbed, concentrated, 
with a kind of frown on her face. Delight? It must be, yet something 
is aching about it. A bit scary. Indecent (is it why those things are 
called ‘weaknesses’)? A residue Grandma should have outgrown, like 
tantrums or peeing in bed. Things adults don’t do. Grandpa doesn’t 
have weaknesses. Only bread—but that’s a municipal glory.   
 
    *** 
Sometimes Grandma describes old dresses. Because she insistently 
asks. She likes to hear about things as if they where stories. Past 
things, no more here to see, not even concealed in drawers, stuck, 
heavy, or locked-and-the-key-got-lost. Things gone, disappeared like 
dead folks. She shuts her eyes, listens, then makes her own picture—a 
complex and layered pastime.  

Grandma’s old clothes (where is it? who knows!) appear three-
dimensional, thick, tactile even when—as it happened—they were 
made of crepe Georgette. A flimsy variety of French chiffon, Grand-
ma specifies as if it meant a thing. In spite of her ignorance she  
accurately guesses Georgette’s qualities—its caressing feel, grace  
imponderable. Its romancing attitude, affinities with love—sensuality 
of course, but also inconsistency, disappearing tendencies, most  
insane fragility. About the opalescence, see-through-but-not-quite? 
What does she know of love? Nothing, yet Grandma has managed a 
crash course somehow, through her fashion reports. 

Crepe Georgette is another weakness. It partakes in the bitter-
sweetness of chocolate, coffee, salami. On the other end, a fabric with 
a female name is quite special. If you get a dress out of it do you get a 
friend? A double—a soft doppelganger. You are never alone. Not  
entirely. Does loneliness underscore yearning? A lining of sorts? The 
blues tainting Grandma’s pleasures suggest it. She feels it like sand in 
her sandals, a rock stuck inside her shoe, a pea under her mattress.  
She can’t name it yet.  
 
    *** 
During their engagement Grandpa painted dresses for Grandma. She 
had them sewn, then he decorated them with flowers, birds, feathers. 
Which color? Nothing near red, darling. Sky blue, periwinkle, peach, 
cream. Not everyday garments—for special occasions, such as  
concerts, opera, theater.  

Like the odd figurines, the weird silver trinkets in the display case, 
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sunk in twilight in spite of their pretense. Useless dresses, confined in 
a closet. Still, your fiancé painting one-timers sounds glamorous. The 
exquisiteness you’d want to grow up for, step into the future. To be 
engaged. 

Marriage? Its dullness is obvious by the same accounts—by the fact 
these gowns weren’t worn after wedding (she has worriedly inquired). 
Could you imagine Grandfather painting for Grandma in present 
times? Not even a kerchief, a scarf. Or promising ice cream to lure 
her to town? Forget it. Married status must be a drab upshot of  
engagement, like an indigestion after gulping excess bliss. Could she 
just…  

Creole comes to mind, the brown-haired girl sung at in the car. Who 
is Creole? Did she wear Georgette? 

Until once she finds where those outfits have gone. No painting—not 
a single trace. But she unburies scraps of fine cloth from the ragbag. 
Small morsels, yet precious, no doubt. The charm of chiffon,  
unmistakable—though brittle and crumbling away as she touches it, 
like some archeological finds in daylight. You look at them. They dis-
appear. 

All colors have been thickened by age. Original shades are lost—yet 
briskly revealed in folds when seams come apart. The jarring contrast 
between pea green and olive, between peach and rust, pink and 
brown, enthralls her. How did that become this? Strange alchemy. 
These scraps always sport a detail betraying incompleteness, inviting 
repair, reconstruction: hook, fastener, buttonhole, strap. A corner of 
lapel, cuff, pocket—isolated, forlorn, pathetic. She worships these 
precious remains, these worthless gold nuggets.  
 
    *** 
She shouldn’t play much with them, Grandma says. They are dirty. 
They ate dust for decades, or dust ate them—just manners of  
speaking. She can wash them, she volunteers. Alas, it’s impossible. 
Water only would hasten their passing. Too bad—she adores  
washing, so much she has decided to make a career of it. Washer-
woman. Not clear why both Grandma and Grandpa find her choice 
hilarious. They don’t make a comment, just laugh.  

She is readying herself for the job, making sure she masters it. She 
feels pretty confident. She’s allowed some practice with kerchiefs at 
the kitchen sink—which is relatively low, though she needs a stool. 
They let her use the wooden board and the Marseille soap (Grandpa 
has sliced a piece she can hold). She loves water. 

Does she? Here! She’ll make watercolors with children paint. A ton 
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of old magazines shields the oak table while Grandpa attentively 
watches. The sight of paint shifting on paper! Small pools sliding, 
twirling around. She picks complex subjects. Always people. Mostly 
washerwomen—perhaps future ones.  
 
She likes plasticine  (six sticks in a box). Grandpa demonstrates. He’s 
tapering balls into eggs to make heads, rolling cylinders into arms and 
legs. He has told her about clay—the thing planters are made of. 
When will she? Will she?  Soon? She is eager for the real thing. She 
has dreamed of a pail full of silky, milk colored soup, her hand  
slowly mixing it.  

Clay, Grandfather says, feels like earth. During one of her  
wanderings she squats in a tree bed, with soil soft and pliable. She has 
carried a bucket of water. She mixes in earth very thoroughly. Then 
she makes a bear. A few balls—large for body and head, small for 
paws, yet smaller for ears. She pokes eyes and mouth with a stick. 
She pushes each piece as she goes against a retaining stone wall. The 
bear looks alive—she silently admires it, joy expanding her chest.  
Ecstatic, light-headed, she can't wait to share the news. Something 
holds her back.  
 
    *** 
A secret is kind of embarrassing. It takes too much space, squeezing 
everything else very tight. Let it go, make room for whatever comes 
next! As tasty as you wish, secrets hinder your progress if you don't 
dispose of them timely.   
The day after, a friend comes to visit. Grandma serves tea and  
buttered rolls in the dining room. Before the guest leaves she is called 
in for meet-and-greet purposes, as briefly as convenient. Grandma’s 
girlfriend might be too benevolent, and Grandma is more joyful than 
usual. So much adult gladness detonates a chain reaction. Her secret 
abruptly overflows.  

She can’t help confessing her deed. Uncaring of town shoes, high 
heels and long skirts, she begs the old ladies to come see the bear. 
They oblige, giddied by her feverish enthusiasm. 

She is sure of the place, yet confused. The bear is nowhere. Grandma 
smiles. It sure must have crumbled away—the sun causing moisture 
to evaporate. Dried soil didn’t stick to the stone—it is normal. Or else 
someone watered the plants, then hosed the wall. The bas-relief has 
melted into mud. She will make another one, soon. Of course she did 
not lie! 

It wasn’t the problem. The two old women stumbling about weren’t 
either. Unaware of their trouble, she isn’t regretful while she marches 
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back to the house. But she’s fighting tears she’d better not shed at the 
moment. Instinct tells her sorrow should be kept for later, not sure 
why. Alas, it is unsustainable. She is horribly sad for the bear,  
untimely passed, and in solitude. Stillborn little cub.   
 

    *** 
They are walking the graveled road that goes from the gate to the 
house. Fall has started but temperatures, here, stay high for a while.  
She isn’t schooled yet. She isn’t compelled to leave. She will at some 
point. 

Here’s a birthday present, says Grandpa. How so? Her birthday is in 
winter, quite far from today. Because she’ll be gone, he has purchased 
a gift in advance. She’ll carry it along in her suitcase—a memory of 
Grandpa and summer. As if it was needed. He is handling a  
package—oblong, medium-sized, all wrapped in brown paper and tied 
with a string.  

It feels like a roast. Is it meat? Guess! Grandfather says. Yet another 
game to fill the long stroll. He never wastes time. He stops now, to 
unburden geraniums loaded with dead appendances, yet stubbornly 
blooming. They will give more flowers, he states. As if his devotion 
could prolong the season, stop time. 

They take many pauses, they linger. He hops on the wall in order to 
reach the orange trees. With his long, thick thumbnail he gets rid of 
sprouts, unwelcome. They suck lymph the main branches need. He 
never wastes time. 

She can’t guess. She palpates the softness. It is promising yet  
mysterious. She doesn’t feel smart and a knot is squeezing her throat. 
Later, in the kitchen, Grandpa cuts the string with the scissors. He 
rolls it tight, then he folds the paper.  

A doll. Soft, yes, kind of rubbery. A lady doll, blond with blue eyes—
large, round, without corners, and staring at her. She looks like her 
mother—which is nice and comforting, and not. She loves her, she 
loves her. She’ll make a new dress for her, not light pink like the one 
she wears. A straight tunic out of a scrap from the ragbag, the color of 
rusty autumn leaves.  
 
    *** 
She should be initiated to writing, says Grandma, before she goes 
home. She is four and a half. Old enough. They have time on their 
hands—the hour when lunch has been cleaned, dinner still to come. 
She should learn, and then she’ll read poetry on her own. She never 
thought that a necessity. She thought poetry an in-between pleasure, 
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like waltzing. Like something your pour— wine, water—from pitcher 
to glass.  

But Grandmother wanting to teach her is generous. She is willing to 
try. First thing is to separate vowels from consonants. As she’ll grasp 
this basic distinction they will proceed. Grandmother chants vowels in 
order—five, like the five senses. Like the very day she was born, her 
birthday, for which she has just cashed a gift.  Five isn’t too hard to 
remember. Good number, with a rise, a peak, and a fall. A  
mountain.  

While Grandma recites, she keeps her eyes closed and she sees. She is 
visualizing the cupboard in front of them, lined up with blue china 
bowls. Eyes shut, she tilts the bowls slightly, their open mouth facing 
her. The bowls vocalize, spilling sound right into her ears. Naively, 
childishly. Those bowls don't have secrets. They sing songs in five 
shades of blue.   
 
Now vowels are safely shelved. Here are consonants. They are  
helpers, Grandmother suggests. Immediately Mom comes to mind. 
Help Mom—the two words are inseparable. Help Mom with home 
chores. Mother hates them. She is tired from work. Helping Mother is 
something she craves. It means being with Mother, who doesn’t have 
time otherwise.  

A long row of irons appears, backlit, their shapes neatly drawn 
against a window. Don’t they look like mice? Grandma treats them 
with prudence and care. They are heavy and old, unhinging like boxes 
while charcoal is put inside. They are miniature ovens. A long line of 
irons, each at work on a strip of linen, stark white. Dear consonants. 
They are quieter than vowels, more adult, more lenient and wiser. 
They know how to keep secrets. She thinks she can master them. 

In winter, in town with her parents, she will go to school. When 
spring and the swallows will come she will return South, Grandma 
promises. Thus she should start waiting for spring.   
 
    *** 
The following summer Mom joins them for a week or two. She is 
five, now, and going to six. Once more, they buy her birthday present 
in advance. Light lingers till late, they have lots of time on their 
hands. More modern than Grandpa, Mom believes the girl should be 
allowed to choose. They drive into town (sea on the driver side, same 
old crowded road, and Grandpa still singing). They enter the toy store. 
A wide spread of items confuses her. It blinds her. She’s wordless and 
stuck. 
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Mother takes the lead, presenting a simple alternative. Either a bead 
box (a kit to make jewelry) or else a doll. Pick! As if the two things 
were comparable. The jewel box is multitude. The beads are quite 
similar, true—monotonous wooden balls—but they come in many  
colors, a rainbow. She figures herself making necklaces. Her fingers 
ache with yearning. They would salivate if they could. 

But beads don’t keep company. They are mute. Then, after you have 
done all the necklaces, nothing is left. A doll is a forever friend. She 
can’t decide. Mom intervenes. Things don’t need to happen at once. 
Let us leave the box for next year. Take the doll. This is very hard, 
very sad. Next year might well come, yet she doesn’t feels she can 
count on it. 

The box is put back in the window to lure other passing girls. Two 
small dolls are brought to the counter. Why two? Who thinks  
abundance is best? It is redundant. The dolls are the same—says the 
vendor—just one red, one blue (he points to their dresses, shoes, 
bows). How could red and blue be the same? They are separate uni-
verses, as distant as galaxies. Oh my, the sobriety of blue, reminding 
of Grandma, of the chant of vowels, ink flowing from the pen, the 
notebook she is filling with letters. But then the gaiety of red,  
geraniums and cherries, tomato sauce. Beach parasol, bucket and 
shovel. The sunset. 

She is paralyzed. I am sorry, the girl can’t choose, Mother says. That’s 
all she remembers. She doesn’t know if one doll was  
purchased, which one. If someone was moved by her confusion and 
thus interceded for both. Did the employee add a jewelry box, with 
few plastic beads? She knows she felt ashamed. Since, she dreads the 
word “choose”.  
 
Back home Dad plays classical records on the gramophone. It’s not 
Grandpa singing, yet it is a pleasure of sorts. She closes her eyes, 
guessing the composer’s name—to her not a person, just a definition 
for a certain color of sound. Yes, music has colors, so do human voic-
es by now. By their hues she can guess how people relate, who  
resembles whom, who loves whom or the opposite. She doesn’t share 
her observations, persuaded they are obvious.  

Once, following something she blurted out at dinner, Dad looks at her 
strangely. “You have a sixth sense,” he tells her. He is usually mad at 
her, therefore this must be bad—an extraneous growth, a monstrosity. 
Like being born with an extra toe—it happens, Grandmother said. 
What would a sixth sense be for? It doesn’t exist—she concludes. It 
must be a way of speaking, a kind of insult perhaps. Poor Father has 
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paid her a compliment, or intended so.   
 
Decades later, the smell of geraniums comes back. On the bus?  
Perhaps the underground. In this or that town. Abroad.  

It is not in her nostrils. It is in her brain yet it is sharp, distinctive. But 
flowers are nowhere around. 

The scent of geraniums is over the skin of her lover. Her first loving 
one—more casual encounters smelled usual. He doesn’t. She tells 
him, but not very insistently—unsure how he would take it. He 
doesn’t wear perfume, of course. By the way, no perfume is made out 
of those plants. Yet, no doubt, his whole body smells of geraniums. 
As she notices it, she doesn’t remember the road, the roadside, the 
bushes—too much time has passed, and not enough yet.  

Then she does. The scent must have been over Grandpa’s fingers. 
Stuck under his nails. She recalls the leaves of geraniums, like velvet. 
She can smell the velvet, like skin, under fingers, the lingering road, 

summer ending, Grandfather long dead.  
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Simon Perchik 
 
* 
And though this door is locked 
it leans into the evenings 
that hollowed out the place 
 
for its marble and grass 
where you still hide, afraid 
make the dead go first  
 
–they already know what to do 
when the corners are no longer enough 
and with your finger become 
 
the sudden breeze filled with moonlight 
and distances opening the sea 
holding it over the fires –pilings 
 
are useless here, these great walls 
cringe from the cries rain gives off 
where a morning used to be 
 
and you are following it alone 
as if there was a light in the window 
waiting for you to come by.  
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* 
What was siphoned off the sun 
could just as easily be this tree 
and each branch carried out 
 
struggling with moss and faraway  
–who can tell it’s not this tree’s  
last chance to sort the light 
 
as if going somewhere was still possible 
that love too is possible –all this wood 
even in winter arriving to gather you up 
 
as leaves, shining, smelling from dew 
already beginning to blossom, impatient 
for arms and shoulders and the fire. 
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* 
You become a shell, this time 
hardened by so many times 
though the dress is empty  
 
–your arm around the Earth 
lets nothing brush against the sleeves 
except the soft dirt that remembers 
 
clearing out a place for snow 
to be scattered the way you dead 
give way to the great weight 
 
pressing against your wish 
that everything be as it was and you 
no longer broken apart by those stones 
 
you let pass through your fingers  
–it’s all uphill and grass is everywhere 
struggling to bring you to the surface 
 
with nothing in your heart :a buoy 
taking the lead as it used to 
beginning to fill with air and marble 
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Michael Prihoda 
Travelogue  
 
resolve an 
enigma. 
 
every last  
one. 
 
every last 
one. 
 
take apart 
your mattress, 
 
put it back  
together. 
 
find out 
what keeps 
 
you up 
through the equinox, 
 
tumbling down 
a canyon 
 
made from Crayons 
& fingerpaint 
 
in places unmeant 
for. 
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Storms 
 
what ocean 
is big enough 
for our debris? 
the sun glows 
another shade 
of moonlight 
as we sleep 
in stolen homes, 
wiped spotless 
by our sooted hands 
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Cindy Rinne 
All-Seeing Eye 
  
The wren perched at the back 
            Of the mailbox by the curb. 
  
A huayruro seed circled in his mouth. 
            I stopped my crunched steps. 
  
The wren did not flee nor notice 
            Me. He hopped to the front. 
  
I watched the cracked seed 

Tumble 
To the cement. His wings spread 
  

To cross the street in search of new spoils. 
            Upon closer view, 
  
Rays blazed from a triangle of sticks. 
            The central seed became 
  
An eye of safety. I tasted 
            The soul of burning earth. 
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Stephen R. Roberts 
 
Drought In The Wilderness 
 
I toss one over the bridge into the still pool. 
It sinks beneath the surface, then slowly rises  
through arrowhead weed and algae to float, 
spradled like a baby in warm bathwater. 
 
Dust stirs and gravel clicks at my heels  
as I walk across the road to peer over  
crumbled concrete of the little bridge,  
into the last waters of a low creek.                
 
Below me, mud-dulled eyes stare up 
from cut grass and cattail. A slight wind  
stirs the yellowed leaves of sand willow. 
There is no swaying of wands, no blinking. 
 
A bus pulls up at what I didn’t know 
was a bus stop. The door flaps open.  
Diesel fumes drown the air around me. 
I stop breathing. The driver beckons.  
 
Shadows pass in wings over the dirt road. 
Machinations of vultures drift like seed  
onto a wounded landscape. One false move  
could ignite all these unbearable frictions. 
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Sycamore Destinations 
 
A man studies a huge leaf he lifts off the ground, 
pondering a network of veins that trail to the tips. 
He tips his head upward to gaze along the trunk 
of a massive sycamore. Its limbs flex angles that peel  
the bark away, leaving white maps in obscure patches. 
Lost destinations sigh under the ever altering clouds. 
 
The sky moves like an afterthought over branches  
that grasp a few leaves for the wind to play with. 
The man feels the tree’s imagination reach to him 
through decades. He looks down at a man looking  
up through leaves that may be pages of a life. 
He has returned to the river for a last walk alone. 
 
The man sits beside water, a still pool of reflection 
forming off the slow curve of liquid over stone. 
Light plays in his head in what little light remains. 
He searches for what has gone missing years ago. 
One leaf drifts down slowly, to settle in the stream.   
Directions fade into the shadow-maps of sycamore. 
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Questions in Need of Answers in Order to Proceed 
 
Could life possibly have been formed through  
a therapeutic process we don’t yet believe in? 
 
What if, by sheer chance, reality is a fluke, 
a parasite in the form of a flatworm descending? 
 
Does the larvae of misconception crawl unnerved 
and underneath our collective subconscious?   
 
Are there flukes sucking at our extra belly fat 
as we search theater seats for candy and popcorn? 
 
Is the race of humankind kind to humans?   
And what kind of lame excuse is that? 
 
Does coming in second matter if stopwatches 
all shut down because there is no more time left? 
 
What if the chance of surviving is only slightly 
better than the basic reasons for existing at all? 
 
Is life only a series of deferred bereavements, laced      
into a toxic necklace of black pearls and wisdom? 
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Karen Shepherd 
Weaving 
 
Mama sits on the mat by the hut door, her eyes like milk dots. Her 
fingers work the sisal, starting with a small tight base and weaving  
outward in circles to form the basket. She knows by the shape and its 
expansion when it is time to intertwine the next color. Her daughter 
has laid out the twine on the mat with explanations of where each  
color is. Mama sees the colors in her mind with the same clarity that 
she has always heard her daughter’s voice: Wanjiku’s murmur in 
sleep as an infant strapped to her back, her coo as she was attached to 
her breast, her laughter as they weave and take tea together. 
 
“Mama, I’m walking to the village to meet my friends at the internet 
café.” Wanjiku spends more time in the village now, looking in the 
shop windows and exchanging stories through a screen. The world 
feels both bigger and smaller. 
 
“How is the sky?” Mama asks. 
 
“The sky is soft.” 
 
“Listen to the sky, Wanjiku. The rain is coming and you will be 
caught in its downpour.” 
 
Wanjiku laughs. “Mama, you know I am fast. I will run and be inside 
the café before it starts.” 
 
Mama can feel the heavy air, knows by this feel that the rain is only 
moments away now. Wanjiku hasn’t learned to listen to the sky. Al-
lowing experience to be the teacher requires patience. Mama’s fingers 
work the sisal, shaping the basket by a slow stretching and settling of 
the fibers. 
 
“Bila dalili, utadhalili: Without a sign, you will a go astray,” Mama 
says. “What does the sky tell you?” 
 
“That I must run really fast today.” Wanjiku and Mama laugh and the 
first drops fall, landing in the dust around Mama’s mat. The falling  
becomes steady and Wanjiku helps Mama move into the hut. 
 
Wanjiku runs back, pulls the clothes from the line and gathers the  
sisal from the doormat. She enters the hut laughing and removes her 
shoes. 
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From womb to breast to baskets, Mama remembers that Wanjiku has  
always smelled like rain, like the soft sky. 
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Mark Taksa 
 

She Reaches 
 
A child who is new to words reaches, 
as if into her clothes closet,  
for the shirted scroll of a scribe’s hand  
circling a lonely gathering  
 
under a roof easily copied. She remembers  
outstretched hands, when she heard  
these words sung by a crowd under a sculpted roof.  
Touching the Torah, she reaches,  
 
her muscles tender, tentative, and knowing— 
as if, from before the engineering  
of history, she reaches  
from the stone root of the song.  
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Jim Zola 
 

Between Abjure and Zuggurat 

John Lennon sings Stand By Me on the kitchen radio.  
The kids focus on Playstation, Rugrats in Paris,  
hardly notice as I put on their socks and shoes. Am I a bad dad  
when the socks don’t match? Today they get to be car riders.  
I drop them off, return to ready myself. Coffee  
in my Muirs Forest mug, shave. I realize why I avoid mirrors.  
I want to get rid of my body, to leap out. But I like this life  
too much. Hank Williams is singing. Not on the radio, but right  
in front of me, smelling like sandalwood and cigarettes.  
Old Hank. He’s younger than me. Pins and needles.  
 
Driving to work I pass a broken crow’s wing by the side  
of the road. I’ve passed it all week, but today I realize it’s just  
a piece of roofing shingle stuck in winter grass. Then it rises. 
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God is in the Garden 
 
Going deaf, I hear sounds in my head.  
The first time, I feared it was mechanical  
 
and crawled into the attic to search for the source.  
Half of what's said is lost. Outside, Ethan  
 
mouths a message through the window.  
I try to read his lips -- something like  
 
the kingdom of snow and yellow flowers.  
Truth is he's complaining about soaked mittens  
 
and urging me to come out before  
the snow stops. I open the door.  
 
Looking up, for a second  
I know how everything ends. 
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Love 

I suppose the Princess was thrilled to hear Signo Bertolotto’s invisible  
12-piece orchestra, as thrilled as the crowds who rubbernecked  
Leroy Heckler’s miniscule troops at Hubert’s Freak Museum.  
My flea story is less symphonic, less streetwise. First the dog died  
on Highway 1-A. Left me with fleas incensed at his leaving. They 
waited.  
When their numbers grew, they risked the lack of cover, hopped  
across linoleum to bite my ankles. Socks were useless. I hid on the 
bed and drank cheap Chianti, imagining drunk fleas. I tried insecti-
cides.  
They came back stronger. Finally I packed and left in the middle  
of the night, drove straight through to New Orleans. Sitting in my car  
on Magazine Street I felt the tickle on my scarred calf and knew this 
was love. 
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